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♦

Posted by Cde
kapiye Timotheus
Born free message continue.....
It is high time that we have to
start realizing that the progressing of this nation lies on to our
hands and shoulders as young
Namibians. If we recall well in
history it is the SWAPO party
that travelled in and outside the
country to make sure that
Namibia reach its destination
and that is the day of independence Viva Cde Nujoma viva!
There is no other history that
talks about RDP, APP, RP etc.
It is well known that in order
for us to prepare the future we
must always reflect the past and
this is what the Swapo party has
done and we still remain doing
it. Dear Cde,s I have to tell that
it is a great pity to see a young
Namibians, well raised by the
Swapo party government,
standing up in confusion and
say I am not going to vote for
SWAPO party. Believe me
Cde,s this is the same as telling
your own parents that i have
chosen not to be your child anymore. Please young Namibians
let us not allow the recently
formed opposition parties to
ruin our democratic living. In
Swapo party we know that we
are going to remain victorious
and visionary young leaders.
viva cde Pohamba!

♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Dear Comrades, I am 100%
supporting Cde. Ngurare for
the Regional Councillors to
be given transport that will
enable them to serve voters
effectively in their constituencies. I suggest the best option
is to give the Councillors a car
scheme and they will be responsible for the maintenance
of their cars. I witness that a
number of Regional Councillors are struggling with transport to travel through out
their Constituencies or even
to knock at the doors of Service Providers/investors. Remember Comrades to vote on
26 November 2010 as
SWAPO traddion, we vote on
the first day of the
Election.However if you did
not get time,vote for the
SWAPO Party candidates on
27 November 2010. SWAPO
U n i t e d , S WA P O
Victorious,Now
hard
work.Aluta
Continua!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

♦

Posted by Cde
Kapiye Timotheus
This message is aimed at encouraging and motivating
young Namibia born after independence of which we are referring today as born free. Dear
Cde,s allow me to remind my
fellow young Namibians that
our fore fathers have sacrificed
their lives in order to liberate
us. Through Swapo party they
fought to make sure that the
future heroes and heroines will
have freedom. And today we
are from any kind of oppression, free from exploitations
and free because of Swapo
party. A party that never discriminates, a party that never
tortures but listens to our voices.
As Swapo party members we
are going to leave our hearts
open to those young citizens
who were mislead,we are still
telling you to be free and come
back to where you belong and
that is to the Swapo party we
are ready to welcome you all.
Swapo was there,it is there and
it will still remain here. Born
free go and vote SWAPO party
on 26-27 November 2010.
Don,t forget. Call me or sms
me, I will give you some informations how you vote SWAPO
party! 0816104895. Cde
Kapiye Walvis bay. I thank you.

♦

Posted by Cde
Kanamutenya, Whk
I think it is high time that
please let us show our support to genuine issue and not
confuse things and politicizing them, the GIPF saga is a
national issue and serious
and if workers feel like demonstrate it is their democratic
rights to show their unhappiness to the issue and not
Kaaronda or NAPUWO VS
NANTU, if the leadership
ship does not agree it does not
mean all workers are also
with them, please do not
away with isolation and show
your solidarity and maturity.
Please we must go in big
numbers come26-27 November to vote for our Party
SWAPO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

♦

Posted by Cde
Kapiye Timotheus
Cdes imagine how many
people quit radopa, COD,
NUDO etc? They quit because
they saw that those parties they
go no where.be in SWAPO the

party we trust.go and vote
SWAPO party!viva SWAPO
party?
♦

Posted by Posted
by nyamu speech at
okurangava rally
Point of infomation i want to
update Mr Nyamu that
Tobias Hainyeko does not
know the existence of Rdp,
He must stop misleading the
nation. Down radopa they a
speechless.

♦
Posted by
Cde.Katusha kaNamibia
Dear Comrades,let the demonstration go on as planned.I salute Comrade.Kaaronda this is
not a strike but rather a demonstration to show the
disatisfaction of the workers
on how the GIPF saga is being handled.Government has
been sitting with NAMFISA
Report since 2007.Government should learn to act on
time without delay.GIPF saga
is a national interest,therefore
workers should be allowed to
express
their
disatisfaction.Aluta Continua!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
♦

Posted by Cde
kapiye Timotheus
CDES natuyeni atuheni
ndele tatuka hoolola
oSWAPO yaNamibia.
Ongundu ndjiyina
oshiwana
komutima.
Aamusati region kaleni
mwakotokela eeprojects
anuwa eengundu.
Inamuhongololwa nande
kaleni moSWAPO yetweni.
Nande
yena
omandhilandhilo
gokwiimanga kumwe opo
yalwithe SWAPO yaNamibia aye kayena esiku
nayakavene SWAPO never
never in this country.
SWAPO
okwaeta
emanguluko moshilongo,
atungitha
iipangelo,
eesikola,eepate noshotuu.
Omahogololo ogathika
ashike natukahogololeni
oSWAPO yaNamibia.one
Namibia one nation.
Our GOD bless cde
Pohamba ,Cde Nujoma,our
ministers, deputy ministers,
MP, governors, councillors
and member of diplomatic
corps. If you want to communicate with me please call
or sms me 0816104895.i
thank you.i love SWAPO
party!

♦

Posted by Imanu
Kleo Okalongo
My dear cdes, we liberate this
country and we continue to
develop and sastain development brought by our Mighty
SWAPO party. Let all 13 regions be taken by SWAPO
candidates coming Regional&
Local election. Long live
SWAPO!
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View Point
By Dr. David Namwandi
The brave people of Namibia have set themselves on a journey towards progressively improving
their lives and have for the past 20 years been charting for themselves a bright future.
Each and every day, they demonstrate their desire and boldness to run a marathon to the finish in
building and developing their nation. Every parent, every child, every man, every woman, every
elder wakes up in the early morning hours to make a contribution towards the molding of our nation
to become a proud nation, able of reaching greater heights and become exemplary on the continent of
Africa and beyond.
In saying so without any doubt, the SWAPO Party is the only political party in Namibia well
positioned to objectively govern Namibia because it embraces a genuine desire and aspiration to
continue propelling our nation to a successful conclusion.
The SWAPO Party stands as the only undisputable political party in this country that has walked,
with the Namibian people, a long journey of 50 years from colonial oppression to freedom and independence and, thereafter, to the consolidation of freedom, peace justice and tangible development.
The Organization of African Unity, OAU, the forerunner to the African Union, AU, and the international community in the seventies were absolutely right when they recognized SWAPO then as the
“sole and authentic representative if the Namibian people”.
Every five years since March 1990, the people of Namibia have been voting and continued to
honour SWAPO Party with the mandate of governing this land of the brave on the basis of our
promises and our contract (manifesto) entered with the people of Namibia.
We are asking all eligible voters in Namibia not to be misled by groups with no good intention. We
plead with them, especially the borne free comrades to renew our mandate onceagain to deliver on
our promise to continue on our journey towards sustainable development, the promise to transform
Namibia into a fully industrialized nation by 2030.
The SWAPO Party is focused and has a clear vision for stirring Namibia towards a first world class
nation. This is demonstrated in the SWAPO Party Government Vision 2030 and National Development Plans (NDP 1 - NDP 3) as well as through strategic plans designed for each and every conceivable sector involving development.
The SWAPO Party government prides itself in its success to have consolidated institutional framework in the area of local authorities to enable them to deliver effective and efficient services to the
people. Our homework is to continue providing adequate housing to our people. Working together
with local authorities, the SWAPO Party is committing enormous resources towards building infrastructure for towns, village councils and settlements.
In particular, we will service plots for the local authorities with the aim of eradicating shacks and
unhygienic conditions in our Country.
The SWAPO government is a caring government and it is truly committed to the development of
this country in its totality. The line ministry i.e. Ministry of Regional, Local Government, Housing
and Rural Development, has since been tasked to increase infrastructural development for local and
regional councils over the next six years.
It is on record that the Shack Dwellers Federation receives N$ 3 Million, not to mention funds that
are allocated to BuildTogether Projects, every year to uplift the standard of living of our people. To
demonstrate undivided commitment to the living standards of our citizens, N$10 million is allocated
to a special project toimprove sanitation and water provision in areas such as Tobias Hainyeko,
Moses Garoeb and Khomasdal North Constituencies here in Khomas Region.
To this effect Khomas Regional Council contributes N$ 1,2 Million while City of Windhoek contributes another N$ 8 Million to the above noble cause and this is an ongoing obligation. As for the
doubting Thomases they should go to the aboveareas to acquaint themselves with the activities on the
ground.
Last year, (City of Windhoek) SWAPO government purchased Mix camp settlement for the amount
of N$ 5 million to ensure that the 5000 Namibia living in that camp are resettled once and for all,
certainly this can only be done by a caring government, realizing that Rome was not built in a day.
With exception of Katutura Central, all 9 constituency offices have been constructed, thus fulfilling
our promise to construct 107 offices in all 107 constituencies countrywide.
As promised, the SWAPO party has ensured all but one, the completion of 107 constituency offices
in all regions of Namibia, to build toilets for rural households of Caprivi,Kavango,Ohangwena,
Oshana, Omusati and Oshikoto Regions.
The process is ongoing in ensuring that the bucket system is eradicated in all towns
and settlements in Namibia and install flash toilets for all households previously
affected by the past colonial andsegregation system of the former South African regime.
We take pride in the SWAPO Party for its continued programmes to strengthen institutional
framework by ensuring decentralization of powers to the regions and this is not lip service but a
reality. Decentralization is a continuous process which is bearing excellent fruits for the
people of Namibia. Unlike before all citizens are now exercising their rights to participate in decision
making due to decentralization, which directly and positively impact on their everyday lives,
thanks to SWAPO Party government.
While at this point, may I shed more light on the rational why the President of Namibia has opted
to appoint governors in all 13 regions.
The President wants to have first hand information, in order to help you better (you the electorate). Contrary to our detractors’ notions and allegations it is actually in the best interest of the masses
that President appoints governors to serve you better.
Its just logical to vote for a party whose councilors will be wide awake in all their dealings especially
throughout the Parliament proceedings.
Those who are privileged to follow national Parliamentary debates, would agree with me that some
Parliamentarians all they do in parliament is to sleep, while SWAPO Parliamentarians are passing
bills. Compatriots, One of the sacred tenants of the Namibian Constitution is the guarantee of inalienable and democratic rights of citizens to participate in elections at national, regional, and local levels.
The SWAPOParty is already proud to take credit for the organization of past Presidential and Nation
assembly elections by enacting the necessary legislation and ensuring that sufficient funds are allocated to run the elections, so that our people could elect political representatives of their choice
whereby ensuring that democracy is alive and well. The above is a clear demonstration of the
SWAPO Party continuous fulfillment of promises it makes to its people, right from the very incipient.
Remember our famous expression during the struggle of our nationhood: “SWAPO
guides and people decide!”
As I said during national and presidential election last year; to us people are crucial to this process
- people who are prepared to make a difference. We are determined to make a difference by the
diligence we bring to our training Institutions; the passion and rigour we bring to our teaching and
research; the inclusiveness and transparency we bring to our decision-making; the pride we bring to
our administrative tasks; the dedication we bring to service; and the courtesy and respect we bring to
our interactions.
SWAPO will continue to make a difference to our cities, towns, regions and nation by the quality of
our graduates; the relevance and excellence of our research and programmes, the inspiration of our
creative graduates; the positive impact of our collaboration with others; the strength of our bonds
with community, business and industry.
Notwithstanding, we are aware of some schools practicing dirty tricks to bring back the past
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